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The problem

Following damaging earthquakes

– often not a sufficient number of 
inspectors available for immediate post-
earthquake building inspections, and

– detailed follow-up safety inspections may 
take weeks or months

• e.g. 3 weeks to engage structural engineer 
following Loma Prieta, Calif. EQ.



San Francisco’s solution - from 1989 Loma Prieta experience

The Building Occupancy Resumption Program (BORP)

• Building owner and structural engineer seek approval of City 
to join BORP scheme.

– Initial inspection

– Submit post-earthquake inspection plan to City

– Then, submit annual updates

• After earthquake:

– Rapid visual inspection (within 8 hours and per ATC-20); 
• posts red/yellow/green placard; 

• arranges barricades, shoring, ….

– Then, detailed inspection (and repairs) 

– Issue of re-occupancy certificate.



Our proposal has similar aims, namely to minimise loss 
of building use following an earthquake

• It differs from the San Francisco 
scheme in that it 

– combines instrumental data

– with the pre-event planning 
features of the BORP scheme



By installing a modest accelerograph system in structure,  
we can:

a) Immediately after event - automatically post 
red/yellow/green evacuation advice notices, and issue 
warnings, based on pre-determined thresholds of motion.

b) Use records in a later, detailed analysis of likelihood of 
damage

- to give focus and precision to analysis

- to minimise unnecessary stripping of linings

thus speeding up assessment and any repairs.



Two components to the scheme:

1. The accelerograph system

– interested in strong shaking, therefore a 
costly, high resolution system is not necessary

– automatically posts results on the building 
management system or on separate screens; 
sends SMS/text and e-mail messages

– installation, maintenance and monitoring 
offered on an annual rental basis



2.  Structural engineering services:

– Pre-event inspection and analysis of structure
• assemble plans and documents

• formulate post-event assessment plan

• analyse structure to set red/yellow/green thresholds

– Annual update 

– Post-event 
• verify any automatic evacuation decision  

• detailed assessment and analysis, using accelerograms

• design and supervise any repairs

• issue re-occupation certificate.

Level of sophistication of analyses, time limits and cost to 
be agreed between owner and engineer.



Costs and Benefits

• Difficult to quantify exactly, but depend on 
– local seismic hazard, 

– type of building and its condition (its vulnerability) and use

– prevailing economic conditions

– many other factors, some quite intangible.

• For hospitals, schools and emergency management 
facilities, advantages are evident.

• For commercial buildings, we need some analysis



Costs and benefits, cont.

• Brunsdon and Clark (2001): expect some structural damage
in most post-1980 (i.e. modern-code) buildings in MMI 8

• This suggests that at MMI 7 - 8, 
– to evacuate or not is a consideration, and 

– that detailed inspections should be made

• For Christchurch, 

– return period of MMI 7-8 is about 150y (Stirling et al., 2008)

– Effect of Alpine Fault seismic gap increases hazard; say, reducing expected 
wait from 75 to 40 years or less.



Costs and benefits, cont.

Consider a 12-storey building.  

• Cost of vacancy: 

– Roughly $36,000 (NZ) per day (adjusted US figures)

– Suppose scheme saves 21 days - i.e. 21 x $36k = $756k

– Annual saving:  $756k/40 = $18, 900

• Cost of scheme:

– Initial inspection and analysis, say $10-15,000

– Annual charges, say $6-8,000

• Scheme pays off after first year!



Conclusions

• Scheme aimed at:

– assessing initially whether or not  a building should be evacuated, and

– Speeding up reoccupation of evacuated buildings

following moderate-to-strong earthquake

• Accelerograph system automatically signals whether 
evacuation threshold shaking exceeded

– by displays, text and e-mail messages

• Since interested in strong shaking, a comparatively modest 
accelerograph system is sufficient



Conclusions, cont.

• Pre-event planning, together with accelerograms from 
structure, lead to:

– a faster, more focused and more efficient safety assessment

– faster reoccupation and resumption of business

• Potential savings are significant, for building owners, 
tenants, and the community at large

• Hard, accelerograph data from site should speed up 
insurance claims, which are often notoriously slow to settle
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